Canadian Admissions Officers Say “Yes” to the TOEFL iBT® Test

TOEFL iBT® scores are accepted by 100% of Canadian colleges and universities and preferred by more than 80% of Canadian graduate programs.¹

“The University of British Columbia has accepted TOEFL iBT scores for over 15 years and welcomes students to use TOEFL iBT scores as part of their SDS Study Permit application.”
Sam Saini, Associate Registrar, Undergraduate Admissions, The University of British Columbia

“As a top Canadian university, the University of Alberta welcomes applicants presenting TOEFL iBT from around the world.”
John Gregory, Director of Intl. Recruitment, University of Alberta

“Western University has recognized TOEFL scores for many years. For undergraduate programs, TOEFL scores are clear indicators of applicant readiness to succeed.”
Dayana Kibilds, Recruitment Manager, Western University

“McGill University has been accepting the TOEFL iBT since its inception and we are pleased to continue to do so.”
Debbie Eperjesi, Associate Admissions Director, McGill University

“The University of Toronto welcomes applications from students who have completed the TOEFL iBT. We believe that the test provides an accurate and reliable measure of a test taker’s English-language proficiency.”
Merike Remmel, Director of Admissions, University of Toronto

The TOEFL iBT test isn’t just the preferred English-language test in the United States. It’s accepted by more than 12,500 institutions in over 160 countries, including Canada, Australia, New Zealand, the U.K. and all across Europe and Asia. Plus, TOEFL iBT scores are now accepted for SDS study permit applications when taken at a test center. Stand out to universities in Canada.

Learn more at ets.org/toefl/destinations.

¹ Source: Survey of 44 graduate admissions officers at Canadian universities.